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Abstract. A huge number of image fusion methods have appeared since the irruption of wavelets
during last decades. New tools for multiscale geometric analysis (MGA) have been developed to
improve the directional sensitivity. In this context appeared the Shearlet transform that is able to
capture directional information and is equipped with a rich mathematical structure associated to
multiresolution analysis. This transform has already shown its suitability to provide excellent results in image processing problems as denoising, image enhancement, image separation, edge detection and estimation of geometric features. The aim of this study is double: First to check the advantages of this transform for fusion comparing with Wavelet transform, and second to propose an
efficient multidirectional & multiresolution algorithm to fuse panchromatic (PAN) and multispectral (MS) satellite images for SEOSAT, a Spanish satellite that will be launched in a next years.
Four different methods are compared using Wavelet á trous transform (WAT) and NonSubsampled Shearlet Transform (NSST). Results show that for simple fusion algorithms Shearlet
Transform improves the Wavelet one but this is not true in general when comparing with a more
complex fusion scheme like WAT ponderated with Fractal Dimension Maps. Besides, a Shearlet
based algorithm ponderated with initial correlation provides as good results as more complex algorithms with a considerable reduction of computation time.
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1. Introduction
Image fusion is understood as a process to obtain from a low resolution multispectral image and
a high resolution panchromatic image a new high resolution multispectral image as if it would have
been observed with a sensor with the panchromatic spatial resolution and the MS spectral characteristics. This process is normally done as a derived product for optical satellites because it is quite
common to have a sharper panchromatic image than multispectral image. A standard relation is 1:4.
The most used image fusion strategies are based on multiresolution analysis techniques. From
this point of view, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) can be considered as the most popular
approximation. It combines a good capability to multiresolution images analysis, through a joint
information representation at the spatial-spectral domain, inspired in human visual system. There
are differente ways of calculating the Wavelet transform, the most important are the pyramidal algorithm of Mallat [1] and the redundant algorithm à trous (“with holes”) [2]. The latter was shown
to provide better results for data fusion techniques [3] due to its shift invariance property.
Despite the good results of DWT in the image fusion field, there are some aspects that could be
improved. The main drawback of wavelets is that in digital images edges are typically located along
smooth curves owing to boundaries of real objects. Although wavelets are good at isolating the discontinuities at edge points, the anisotropic support of wavelets does not fit into efficiently capturing
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anisotropic features of edges. In addition, wavelets can detect only limited directional information.
In order to these problems, several directional representation systems have been proposed, such as
ridglet [4], curvelet [5], contourlet [6], etc. The main idea, in all of these constructions, is that, in
order to obtain efficient representations of multi-variable functions with spatially distributed discontinuities, such representation must contain basis elements parametrized by scaling, translation and
direction so that they provide many more shapes and directions than the classical wavelets bases.
The main difficulty for digital implementation of these transforms is how to identify directional information in digital domain. It must be noted that in the frame of wavelet theory, faithful digitization is achieved by the concept of multiresolution analysis, where scaling and translation are digitized by discrete operation: downsampling, upsampling and convolution. However, this is not the
case of previous representations but Shearlets. They are obtained by applying anisotropic scaling,
shearing and translation to some fixed generating mother functions. In particular directionality is
2
obtained by shear matrix with integer entries so digital domain ℤ remains invariant; this is not
the case of other directional representation schemes. This leads to faithfully digitized Shearlet transform which allows a unified treatment of the continuum and digital world like the DWT [7].
As a side effect of the comparison between Wavelet and Shearlet transform it is intended to
propose a fusion method suitable for the images of SEOSAT / Ingenio, that is an optical highresolution imaging mission, the flagship mission of the Spanish Space Strategic Plan 2007-2011.
The mission is devoted to providing high resolution multispectral land optical images to different
Spanish civil, institutional and government users, and potentially to other European users in the
framework of GMES and GEOSS. The overall mission objective is to provide information for applications in cartography, land use, urban management, water management, environmental monitoring, risk management and security. The satellite is to provide panchromatic imagery of 2.5 m and
multispectral imagery of 10 m resolution with a swath width of near 60km.
2. Methods
2.1. Shearlet Transform
The shearlets are an affine system with a single generating mother shearlet function parameterized by a scaling, shear, and translation parameter, being the shear parameter the one which captures the direction of singularities. The continuous Shearlet transform precisely detects the direction
of singularities, in the sense of resolving the wavefront set of distributions. The associated discrete
Shearlet transform can be shown to provide optimally sparse representations for 2-D functions that
are smooth away from discontinuities along curves. Another benefit of this approach is that, again
thanks to their mathematical structure, these systems provide a multiresolution analysis similar to
the one associated with classical wavelets, which is very useful for the development of fast algorithmic implementations.
The main idea of shearlet is to define a transform which takes into account a third parameter to
detect directionality, while retaining most aspects of the mathematical framework of wavelets, e.g.,
the fact that
the associated system forms an affine system,
the transform can be regarded as matrix coefficients of a unitary representation of a special
group,
there is an MRA-structure associated with the systems.
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2.1.1. The Continuous Theory
The shearlet theory [8] was developed in 2005 being the basic idea for the definition of continuous shearlets the usage of a 2-parameter dilation group, which consists of products of parabolic
scaling matrices and shear matrices. Hence the continuous shearlets depend on three parameters, the
scaling parameter a > 0, the shear parameter s ∈ R and the translation parameter t ∈ R2, and they
are defined by
ψa,s,t(x)=a-3/4 ψ ((Da,s-1 (x-t)), where Da,s = [a,-a1/2s;0,a1/2]
The mother shearlet function ψ is defined almost like a tensor product by
ψ(ξ1,ξ2) =ψ1(ξ1)ψ2(ξ2/ξ1),
where ψ1 is a wavelet and ψ2 is a bump function. The figure on the right hand side illustrates the
behavior of the continuous shearlets in frequency domain assuming that ψ1 and ψ2 are chosen to be
compactly supported in frequency domain.
The associated continuous shearlet transform again depends on the scaling parameter a, the shear
parameter s and the translation parameter t, and is defined by
SHf(a,s,t) = <f,ψa,s,t>
This transform can also be regarded as matrix coefficients of the unitary representation
(σ(a,s,t)ψ)(x) = ψa,s,t(x)=a-3/4 ψ ((Da,s-1 (x-t)))
of the shearlet group S=R+ x R x R2 with multiplication given by
(a,s,t) • (a',s',t') = (a a', s+s'a1/2, t + Da,s t').
The continuous shearlet transform precisely resolves the wavefront set, since the location parameter
t does detect the location of singularities, whereas the shear parameter shows the direction perpendicular to the direction of the singularity.
2.1.2. The Discrete Theory. NSST transform
By sampling the continuous Shearlet transform on an appropriate discrete set of the scaling,
shear, and translation parameters, it is possible to obtain a frame or even a Parseval frame for L2(R).
Easley et al. proposed non sub-sampled Shearlet transform (NSST) [9], which combined the
non-subsampled pyramid transform with several different shearing filters. It satisfies the property of
shift invariance. The discretization process of NSST is made in two separate phases, the first one
deals with the multiscale and the second one with the multiorientation factorization.
Nonsubsampled pyramid (NSP), is used to complete multiscale factorization. This phase implements the multiscale decomposition by using two-channel nonsubsampled filter bank, thus one
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low-frequency image and one high-frequency image can be produced at each NSP decomposition
level. The following NSP decompositions are applied to the low-frequency component available
iteratively to compute the high frequencies of the image. When applying k decompositions k+1 subimages are obtained, one low frequency image and k high frequency images with the same size as
the source image.
The multiorientation factorization in NSST is performed using improved shearlet filters (SF).
These filters are formed by avoiding the subsampling to satisfy the property of shift invariance. SF
allows the orientation decomposition with d stages of every high frequency images obtained in the
multiscale decomposition process at each level and provides 2·d directional subimages with the
same size as the source image. Thus the SF ensures the multiorientation property and provides us
with more precise directional details information. Note that the sub-band filter used in this paper is
“maxflat”.

Figure 1. Non-Subsampled Shearlet transform decomposition.

The application of Shearlet transform in image fusion is still being explored. Cao et al. [10] utilized NSST to complete the course of image fusion of multifocus images and more recently,
Shearlet transform has also been proposed to be used for image fusion showing good performances
[11]. However, it was not analyze and compare it the Shearlet performances with more standard
Wavelet transform for different fusion methodologies. Therefore, further research on NSST is very
necessary, and it is thought that NSST will be competitive in the area of image fusion.
2.2. Fusion methods
The main idea of all image fusion methods based on multiresolution analysis is to extract from
the panchromatic image the spatial detail that is not present in the multispectral image in order to
insert it in the latter. The detailed information of the panchromatic image corresponds to structures
of features with size between the spatial resolution of the panchromatic image and that of the multispectral one. This detailed information is extracted using wavelet à trous (WAT) or Nonsubsampled Shearlet Transform (NSST). Four different methods to insert the spatial detail of the
panchromatic image into the multispectral one have been used:
1- Additive Wavelet Intensity (AWI) method vs Additive Shearlet Intensity (ASI)
2- Additive Wavelet method (WAT) vs Additive Shearlet method (NSST)
3- Additive Wavelet Ponderated method (AWP) vs Additive Shearlet Ponderated method (ASP)
4- Wavelet ponderated with Fractal Maps (WAT-FDMF) vs Shearlet ponderated with Fractal
Maps (NSST-FDMF)
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The first two methods are classical fusion strategies, the third methods are a variation of the second by ponderating the high frequency with the initial correlation coefficient between panchromatic and each multispectral band. Finally, the last one is a very powerful method that weights the
high frequency pixel by pixel with a map obtained from the fractal dimension map of panchromatic
and multispectral images [12].
2.2.1. AWI & ASI
The main steps of AWI [13] and ASI methods for merging multispectral and panchromatic images are:
(1) Apply the IHS transform to the RGB composition of the multispectral image and obtain the
Intensity component.
(2) Generate a new panchromatic image, whose histogram matches the histogram of the Intensity image.
(3) Decompose only the ‘histogram-matched’ panchromatic image using the wavelet ‘à trous’
or NSST algorithms in order to obtain the first and second coefficients that pick up the
high frequency elements. The NSST number of directions used for each decomposition
level was 8, as a higher number of directions did not change appreciably the results.
(4) Add these coefficients to the intensity I image obtained from step (1).
(5) Insert the spatial information of the panchromatic image into the multispectral one through
the inverse IHS transform.
One of the disadvantages of the fusion methods based on the IHS transform is that they can only
be applied to three-band RGB compositions.
2.2.2. WAT & NSST
In this case, WAT [13] or NSST transforms are used to extract, from the panchromatic image,
just the spatial detail information missing in the multispectral image, to insert later into each band
of the multispectral image. The main steps of WAT and NSST are:
(1) Generate new panchromatic images, whose histograms match those of each band of the multispectral image.
(2) Perform the second level WAT or NSST transform only on the panchromatic images. The
NSST number of directions used for each decomposition level was 8, as a higher number
of directions did not change appreciably the results.
(3) Add the high frequency coefficients of the panchromatic decomposition to each band of the
multispectral dataset.
2.2.3. AWP & ASP
These methods are basically the same as WAT or NSST ones. The only difference is that the
spatial detail information that is inserted into each band of the multispectral image is weighted with
the initial correlation coefficient between panchromatic and multispectral bands. The main steps of
AWP and ASP are:
(1) Generate new panchromatic images, whose histograms match those of each band of the multispectral image.
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(2) Perform the second level WAT or NSST transform only on the panchromatic images. The
NSST number of directions used for each decomposition level was 8, as a higher number
of directions did not change appreciably the results.
(3) Compute the correlation coefficient between degraded PAN image obtained in the decomposition process of previous step and each initial MS band.
(4) Add the high frequency coefficients of the panchromatic decomposition to each band of the
multispectral dataset weighted with the correlation coefficient obtained in step (3).
These methods are computationally only a little bit heavier than WAT and NSST because it uses
a constant weighting coefficient per band that is obtained from the initial MS images and a low resolution PAN image that is obtained anyway during the decomposition process.
2.2.4. WAT-FDMF & NSST-FDMF
These methods are based on WAT and NSST ones. The idea is also to weight the spatial detail
information that is inserted into each band of the multispectral image. The special characteristic of
these methods is that the coefficient is not constant but a matrix of constants of the same size as the
original image. This matrix of coefficients is computed based on the fractal dimension maps of
PAN and each MS band. Lillo-Saavedra et all proposed this weighting method [12]. The main steps
are:
(1) Generate new panchromatic images, whose histograms match those of each band of the multispectral image.
(2) Perform the second level WAT or NSST transform only on the panchromatic images. The
NSST number of directions used for each decomposition level was 8, as a higher number
of directions did not change appreciably the results.
(3) Compute the fractal dimension maps of PAN and each MS band.
(4) The weighting factor map for each band is computed as the average of PAN and the corresponding MS band.
(5) Add the high frequency coefficients of the panchromatic decomposition to each band of the
multispectral dataset weighted with the correlation coefficient obtained in step (4).
These methods are very accurate but also very heavy computationally speaking due to the computation of fractal dimension maps.
3. Results
3.1. Quality evaluation of fused images
Traditionally, different quality indexes have been used to evaluate either the spatial or the spectral quality of the images. These indexes compare somehow the fused image with the initial panchromatic image when assessing the spatial quality and with the initial multispectral image to assess
the spectral quality. This quality evaluation logically leads to an inherit trade-off between spatial
and spectral. However, this way of proceed is not appropriate if the image fusion goal is understood
as the image that the multispectral bands would have observed with a smaller detector (the size of
the panchromatic band).
On the other hand, the way it has been done to evaluate the value is to use standard spectral
quality indexes to compare the fused image with the goal image. This cannot be done in general, as
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this goal image is not available. It was possible to use this procedure because the set of images used
in this article comes from an airborne hyperspectral image with a lower resolution. The global
quality indexes used are ERGAS spectral [14] and Quality index [15] together with the quality indicator of the correlation for each spectral band. It is understood that this parameter should be the best
indicator as it provides information per band.
By the way, two spatial quality indicators are also shown in order to give an idea of the panchromatic information added by each method. These indexes are ERGAS spatial [16] and Zhou [17].
As it was introduced, the simulated images of SEOSAT satellite have been obtained from an
hyperspectral sensor, CASI that flew on-board a C-212 airplane over the North of Cazalegas reservoir in Toledo, Spain. The height of the altitude was chosen in order to obtain a 0.83m GSD and the
SEOSAT spectral bands were obtained by a post-processed from the bands in the airplane sensor.
All this process was done by the Área de Teledetección of INTA with the goal of supply ASTRIUM
CASA-ESPACIO with data to check system performances. With this data just by downsampling we
could obtain both MS image as SEOSAT would observed with a GSD of 10m and the goal image in
the fusion process a MS image at 2.5m.
Two different set of sub-images of 1024x1024 pixels where selected in order to check the results. These sub-images are called A and B and are shown in figure 2 and figure 3 respectively.

Figure 2. Image A. Real RGB composition

Figure 3. Image B. Real RGB composition.

3.2. Results
Table 1 shows the quality values of the fused image A. As it could be foreseen, the best correlation
between real and fused image is for Green and Red bands because the panchromatic spectrum is
compounded basically of these two bands. On the other hand the blue and NIR bands shows worse
correlation coefficients, being the Blue better than the NIR. This behavior is due to the fact that real
objects reflectance is more correlated between red-green-blue than with NIR. This implies that the
level of panchromatic to be added to the NIR band should be lower than to the visual bands.
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It can be observed that for the first set of methods Shearlet transform offers better results in terms of
correlation for all the bands. For the case of ASP vs AWP, the improvement is between 1% and 2%
of correlation coefficient for every band. However, for the case of WAT-FDMF and NSST-FDMF
algorithms the improvement of the Shearlet transform is only reflected for the NIR band. In fact it is
a persistent behavior for every fusion method and the reason should be investigated in the future.
Table 1. Fusion methods results of image A.
Image A

ERGAS
Spatial

Zhou

ERGAS
Spectral

Quality
Average
(16x16)

CC Blue

CC
Green

CC Red

CC NIR

AWI

1.547

0.868

1.298

0.686

0.948

0.968

0.956

ASI

1.551

0.885

1.304

0.693

0.949

0.970

0.964

WAT

1.260

0.930

1.181

0.849

0.922

0.971

0.969

0.855

NSST

1.237

0.993

1.069

0.886

0.933

0.989

0.988

0.877

AWP

1.269

0.905

1.1514

0.856

0.933

0.971

0.968

0.860

ASP

1.256

0.986

1.0487

0.884

0.949

0.989

0.986

0.879

WAT-FDMF

1.131

0.998

1.045

0.877

0.931

0.994

0.992

0.853

NSST-FDMF

1.245

0.993

1.084

0.879

0.932

0.988

0.986

0.874

As a global comparative, the worst results are obtained by the intensity based methods while the
best results are given by WAT-FDMF and ASP. The results of these methods are very close. In fact,
ASP method gives better results for Blue and NIR band while it is on the contrary for Green and
Blue bands. The same behavior is observed in general for image B. However, it is difficult and risky
to try to suppose that ASP would always give better results for Blue and NIR bands and on the contrary based only in two images.
Table 2. Fusion methods results of image B.
Image A

ERGAS
Spatial

Zhou

ERGAS
Spectral

Quality
Average
(16x16)

CC Blue

CC
Green

CC Red

CC NIR

AWI

2.175

0.840

1.789

0.630

0.948

0.968

0.954

ASI

2.180

0.861

1.787

0.641

0.948

0.971

0.961

WAT

1.784

0.927

1.527

0.765

0.930

0.973

0.973

0.944

NSST

1.793

0.991

1.400

0.799

0.938

0.989

0.987

0.953

AWP

1.806

0.903

1.503

0.767

0.938

0.974

0.972

0.948

ASP

1.808

0.982

1.386

0.795

0.948

0.990

0.986

0.954

WAT-FDMF

1.672

0.998

1.338

0.795

0.942

0.995

0.992

0.944

NSST-FDMF

1.807

0.991

1.426

0.796

0.937

0.988

0.985

0.953

Regarding the computation time the methods based on fractal dimension maps are much cost
because it is needed to do a lot of operations for each pixel of each band to create the weighting
map. The simulations were performed on a AMD A6-4400M 2.7 GHz, RAM 5,46 GB machine and
with MATLAB code. The total computation time for the WAT-FDMF method to perform the fused
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image of 6,55km2 is about 100 minutes most of the time to compute the five fractal dimension maps
while it took 60 seconds ASP method. These computation time results show the difficulty of fractal
dimension maps to be proposed as an operational method for systematic product generation. Although ASP method shows better performances, it is not so fast as other methods that do not perform
a multiresolution analysis like FIHS. The time computation extrapolation of ASP method would
lead to a 7.5 hours for a computation of a complete SEOSAT scene of 55x55km. This value is quite
high but it should be lower using an operational language and a more powerful machine to be implemented, so the operational time suitability should be studied in more detailed.
Figures 4 and 5 show a comparison between ASP, WAT-FDFM and WAT methods for a
zoomed part of the image. It can be observed that there is no significant difference between ASP
and WAT-FDFM method and what is better the image is very similar also to the real at 2.5m. However, WAT method introduces some artifacts in some regions of the image; see around the building
in figure 4.
Another fact that has to be mentioned is the histograms of the fused images that are also shown
in figures 4 and 5. It can be observed that the ASP method provides the histogram profile more similar to the real image. This is due to the weighting based on initial correlation.

Figure 4. RGB composition of a zoomed part of image A. ASP (upper-left), WAT-FDMF (upper-right),
AWP (bottom-left) fused images and real image (bottom-right)
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Figure 5. RGB composition of a zoomed part of image B. ASP (upper-left), WAT-FDMF (upper-right),
AWP (bottom-left) fused images and real image (bottom-right)

Previous figures show the comparison of visual bands composition. Figure 6 shows a zoom of
the NIR image in order to show the differences between ASP and WAT-FDMF with respect the real
NIR band at 2.5m. As it can be observed the ASP method do not add so many artifacts but the
drawback is that the image is quite blurred. This behavior agrees with the quantitative lower performances obtained for this band.

Figure 6. NIR band of a zoomed part of image A. Real image (left), ASP (center) and WAT-FDMF
(right) fused images
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4. Conclusions
Results show that for simple fusion algorithms Shearlet Transform improves the Wavelet one
but this is not true in general when comparing with a more complex fusion scheme like WAT
ponderated with Fractal Dimension Maps. Besides, a Shearlet based algorithm ponderated with initial correlation provides as good results as more complex algorithms with a considerable reduction
of computation time that makes it a good candidate to be used in an operational post-processing
chain. As future work, it could be studied the possibility of improve the fused quality of Blue and
specially NIR bands with new fusion techniques to minimize the difference with respect real image
at high spatial resolution.
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